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Introduction
The Census of India
continues to show a
significant gap between
the number of boys and
girls in the 0-6 age group.
This gap is as a result of
both pre-and post-birth
discrimination against the
girl child and is rooted
in the patriarchal system which gives males a
place of honour, status
and privilege, and views
females as their subordinates. This gets reflected
in our socio-cultural practices and norms, which
manifests in the form of
strong son preference and
daughter aversion.

In this light, to engage
the youth with the issue
of son preference and
daughter aversion, Girls
Count in November
2015 started a photo
contest titled ‘Each Click
Counts’. Professional and
amateur photographers
from across the country
were urged to use their
cameras as an instrument
of change and submit
photographs which capture different forms of
discrimination between
girls and boys witnessed
in our society and also
promote the value of
women and girls.

Subsequently, 30 best
photographs were
selected by the jury
members on the basis
of components such as
originality, reflection of
theme, technical excellence and overall impact
of the photograph. The
selected photographs will
become part of the travelling photo exhibition,
wherein those will be
taken to different public
places in Delhi/NCR to
raise a discourse among
the youth around enhancing the value of women
and girls.

The National Foundation
for India (NFI), United
Nations Population
Fund (UNFPA) and UN
Women have been instrumental in providing their
technical support during
this course of action to
Girls Count. The initiative
was also endorsed by the
Beti Bachao Beti Padhao
programme, Ministry of
Women and Child Development, Government of
India.
This exhibition booklet
has a collection of the
photographs selected by
the jury along with the

profile of the photographers. Many of them
are young individuals
who have keen interest in
photography while others
are professional photographers.
Girls Count strongly
believes that an initiative
like this to encourage the
youth through the medium of photography can
go a long way in promoting the rights of women
and girls and enhancing
gender equality in the
country.
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Jury Members

ANJU PANDEY is
working as a Programme
Specialist, Ending Violence Against Women,
UN Women Office for
India, Bhutan, Maldives
and Sri Lanka. She has
been in the development
sector since 1987 and has
designed and conducted
numerous gender sensitisation and mainstreaming
training programmes.

PRASHANTH
VISHWANATHAN is
a Delhi-based photographer. His work varies
from covering spot news
stories, natural disasters, editorial features
and long-term news for
newswires and magazines.
He also covers in-depth
photo stories for development organisations on
issues ranging from child
rights, right to food, HIV,
drought, etc.

RUHANI KAUR lives
in Delhi, and has been
making documentary
photostories since 2002.
She has been associated
with various magazines
and news agencies as
well as has undertaken
development projects on
climate change, disaster
relief, renewable energy,
infant mortality, special
ability schools and gender
issues.

SUMIT DAYAL has
been working as a freelance photographer since
2007. He has covered
the conflict situation
in Afghanistan, Bhutan’s first election, and
climate change stories in
India and Bangladesh.
He writes for Time, Le
Monde, Vanity Fair, La
Repubblica, Forbes,
Philosophie, GUP, GQ
and is also associated with
UNICEF.
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Photographers Profile

ABHIRUK LAHIRI
31 yr, Karnataka
Message: “A girl child
is always a blessing, first
for the family and then
the society at large. We
should protect her.”
Education: Pursuing
PhD in Computer
Science, Department
of Computer Science
and Automation, Indian
Institute of Science,
Bangalore.
Why Photography?
The moments one can
capture with a camera
is hard to reproduce.
This drives me to take
photographs.
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SYED ADNAN
AHMED
23 yr, Delhi
Message: “Girls,
don’t be scared of the
society. Know your
rights and fight for it.”
Education: Pursuing
Masters in Fine Arts
(Applied Art) from
Faculty of Fine Arts,
Jamia Millia Islamia.
Why photography?
Photography is my
passion and I am also
doing a professional
course in it.

AMAN RAJ
24 yr, Delhi

ANAND JAISWAL
37 yr, Haryana.

Message: “Treat her
equal. She has much
more potential than
you.”

Message: “Respect
women, they are the
creators.”

Education: Pursuing
Masters in Philosophy
from St. Stephen’s
College, Delhi
University.
Why photography?
I express myself
through the
photographs I click.

Education: Ph.D. from
Department of Visual
Arts, University of
Allahabad, Allahabad.
Profession: Working as
an Assistant Professor
with Department of
Fine Arts, Kurukshetra
University, Haryana.
Why photography?
Photography is my
passion and it gives me
a unique way to express
my emotions and capture
people and nature when
I travel.

V. JAMKHANPAU
(BENJAMIN)
28 yr, Manipur
Message: “She deserves
no less!!!”
Education: Masters’ in
Social Work with a focus
on “Dalit and Tribals:
Social Justice, Equity
and Governance” from
Tata Institute of Social
Sciences, Mumbai.
Why photography?
To capture, document and
tell the world about the
existence and struggles of
the Tribals of Manipur.

BRINDA SUD
18 yr, Haryana
Message: “Haters only
hate those who they
cannot be. So men and
boys, stop repressing
girls to hide your own
insecurities.”

CHUNGKHAM
SONNY SINGH
21 yr, Delhi
Message: “By aiming
to provide quality
education to girls, we
can ensure a better
future for the world.”

Education: Pursuing
BA (Hons) Psychology at
Kamala Nehru College,
University of Delhi, New
Delhi.

Education: Pursuing
B.A. Political Science
(Hons), from Hindu
College, Delhi
University.

Why photography?
It is my way of capturing
others feelings and talking
about things that matter
to me.

Why photography?
Photography to me
is a medium through
which I can express my
opinions and realise my
vision of the world.

DANISH QAZI
20 yr, Delhi
Message: “Women
give us lives. Respect
and love them!”
Education: Pursuing
Bachelors in Arts
(Hons) Political Science
from Jamia Millia
Islamia, New Delhi.
Why photography?
Photography can bring
a positive change in the
society and instill the
values of humanity.

DEBDATTA
CHAKRABORTY
40 yr, West Bengal

DEBMALYA RAY
CHOUDHURI
23 yr, West Bengal

Message: “A girl
brings happiness in
the life of all her near
and dear ones.”

Message: “Only when
gender equality is
achieved, a nation can
prosper. Let us join
hands and work for the
cause.”

Education: B.A.
(Hons) in Chemistry
from University of
Calcutta.
Profession:
Government
Employee
Why photography?
Photography is my
passion.

Education: Graduate in
Mechanical Engineering
from Jadavpur
University, Kolkata.
Profession: Working
as a freelance
photographer
Why photography?
I got into photography
to connect with people
and create a positive
impact on society.
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GURPREET SINGH
26 yr, Gujarat

HARDIK GAURAV
25 yr, Delhi

M. BALAMURUGAN
39 yr, Tamil Nadu

MANABIKA MANDAL
23 yr, Maharashtra

NEIL ENKAY
30 yr, Delhi

Message: “We need to
have a society where no
campaigns are needed to
save the girl child.”

Message: “A girl child is
a gift of freedom, don’t
fence her in.”

Message: “Reduce
school dropouts of girls
by constructing toilets in
school.”

Message: “It is our
responsibility to ensure
that every child has an
equal opportunity to grow
and not be discriminated
on the basis of archaic and
unjust social construct.”

Message: “Nurture girls
right from the beginning
and they will nurture
many lives. Enable girls
to take pride in what
they do.”

Education: Masters’
in Social Work (Rural
Development), School
of Rural Development,
Tata Institute of Social
Sciences, Tuljapur.
Profession: Working as
a Programme Specialist
(Agriculture) with Aga
Khan Rural Support
Programme-India in
Mangrol, Gujarat.
Why photography?
It has been my hobby and
I enjoy photographing
people.
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Education: Masters’
in Anthropology from
Delhi University
Profession: Founder
of a Production house
by the name ‘The
Storygraphers’.
Why photography? It is
my passion and I intend
to take it up as my career.

Education: SSLC
Profession:
Freelance photographer
Why photography?
I just love to click.

Education: MA in
Regulatory Governance
from Tata Institute of
Social Sciences.
Why photography? The
pin-hole camera in the
school physics class drew
me to photography. It
is my way of expressing
the little and not so little
things that I catch with
my eyes.

Education: Bachelor of
Engineering
Profession: Cloud
Computing &
Datacenter Engineer
Why photography?
I have developed a
passion for photography.

NISHANT BHASKAR
22 yr, Delhi
Message: “You exist
because of a woman. So
be a human and respect
women.”
Education: Pursuing
diploma in Professional
Photography, Dept of
Film & TV Studies,
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan,
New Delhi.
Why photography?
I got into photography to
express myself.

PRABHJOT SINGH
LOTEY
31 yr, Punjab

PRATHYUSHA
NEELAM
21 yr, Delhi

Message “Our society
needs to understand that
from a woman a man is
born.”

Message: “Educate the
girl child and make this
world a better place to
live.”

Education: PG Diploma
in Creative Photography
from Sri Aurobindo
Center for Arts and
Communication, New
Delhi.

Education: Pursuing
B.A. English Honours
from Hansraj College,
University of Delhi.

Profession: Freelance
Photographer

Why photography?
I want to take up
photography as a career.

SARVESH
41 yr, Delhi
Message “A girl is
central to a family.”
Education: Bachelor
of Arts from Garwal
University, Uttarkhand.
Profession: Freelance
Photographer
Why photography?
I got a camera as my
birthday gift and it
motivated me to take
up photography as a
profession.

SHERAP PALDEN
SHERPA
30 yr, Sikkim
Message “Save the girl
child and educate her.”
Education: Class 12
from Tashi Namyal S.
Sec. School, Gangtok,
East Sikkim.
Why photography?
I want to express
my thought through
photographs.

Why photography?
I have a passion for
travelling and exploring
social lives. Photography
helps me capture my
experiences.
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SHRADDHA
JAISWAL
18 yr, Uttar Pradesh
Message: “Girls are
no less capable than
boys. In fact, they are
much more talented.
Let them soar high in
the sky.”
Education: Pursuing
B.Sc. (Hons)
Mathematics from
Hansraj College, Delhi
University.
Why photography?
I got into
photography because
it lets me express my
views and feelings in a
very unique way.
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TAHA AHMAD
21 yr, Delhi

TAIBA SIDDIQUI
23 yr, Delhi

Message: “A girl does
not hold a one way
ticket to Heaven!”

Message: “Would you
have existed if your
grandparents had not
wanted your mother to
exist?”

Education: Pursuing
Bachelor of Fine Arts in
Applied Art from Jamia
Millia Islamia.
Why photography?
I got into photography
to mobilise the society
for fostering global
peace and increasing
the standard of
living of the people
(underprivileged).

Education: Pursuing
Masters in Fine Arts
from Department of
Applied Art, Faculty of
Fine Arts, Jamia Millia
Islamia, New Delhi.
Why photography? I
love the artistic freedom
that photography gives
me and helps me see
the world in a different
manner.

TANIA
CHATTERJEE
35 yr, West Bengal

VISHAL
LANGTHASA
24 yr, Maharashtra

Message: “Support a
girl child to make our
family as well as our
society stronger.”

Message: “Women are
stronger, courageous
and more informed.”

Education: Masters’
degree from Indian
Institute of Social
Welfare and Business
Management (IISWBM).
Why photography?
Photography is like a
spiritual journey for me
and it helps me broaden
my view towards life as
well as my surroundings.

Education: Masters’
in Media and Cultural
Studies, School of
Media and Cultural
Studies, Tata Institute
of Social Sciences,
Mumbai.
Profession: Working
as a Brand Catalyst, DY
Works, Mumbai
Why photography?
When I share pictures, I
share a state of mind.
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Freedom
Photo by
ABHIRUK
LAHIRI

She wants to
break free and
run to discover
herself and
the world and
nothing can hold
her back any
longer.
Image taken: Tonglu, Darjeeling, West Bengal
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The Little Girl
Photo by
SYED ADNAN
AHMED

In a
celebration,
a little girl
is pondering
whether to join
the dance. She
is too used to
being told what
to do rather
than decide on
her own.
Image taken: Pushkar, Ajmer, Rajasthan
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Alternate Expressions
Photo by
SYED ADNAN
AHMED

I define myself.
Accept me as I
am.
Image taken: Gurgaon, Haryana
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The Journey
Photo by
AMAN RAJ

Taking a hard
look before
she starts on
her journey. It
may be uphill
but she seems
determined to
reach the top.
Image taken: Kargil, Jammu & Kashmir
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Reshaping Masculinity
Photo by
ANAND
JAISWAL

A female
artist sculpting
a statue of
a man. Will
this man be
different?
Image taken: Department of Fine Arts, Kurukshetra University, Haryana
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Torchbearers
Photo by
V. JAMKHANPAU
(BENJAMIN)

Women protesting
the killing of
nine innocent
civilians in
Churachandpur.
Women have
always been in
the forefront in
Manipur.
Image taken: Churachandpur, Manipur
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The Smile
Photo by
BRINDA SUD

A girl watching
boys wrestling it
out. She is game
for it too!
Image taken: JLN Metro Station, New Delhi
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Staying Ahead
Photo by
CHUNGKHAM
SONNY SINGH

Determined
to move ahead
of boys and
enjoying her
lead. She
knows how to
win!
Image taken: Kargil, Jammu & Kashmir
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The Summit
Photo by
CHUNGKHAM
SONNY SINGH

A group of
girls in chorus
saying they can
reach the top.
Image taken: Kargil, Jammu & Kashmir
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Waiting
Photo by
DANISH QAZI

Gypsy girls,
deprived of
education and
basic health
care services
but hoping they
will be given a
chance.
Image taken: Semthan Village, Anantnag, Jammu & Kashmir
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Matching the Steps
Photo by
DEBDATTA
CHAKRABORTY

A woman who
earns renting
traditional
outfits to tourists
taking time out
matching dance
steps with her
daughter.
Image taken: Moonlight Square, Shangri La, China
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Spectator
Photo by
DEBDATTA
CHAKRABORTY

Watching her
brothers play
while she is
allowed only
to cheer.
Image taken: Purulia, West Bengal
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Survival
Photo by
DEBMALYA RAY
CHOUDHURI

Women daily
wagers are often
instrumental
in supporting
their families
but their own
life is filled with
hardship.
Image taken: Dhapa, Kolkata, West Bengal
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Wings
Photo by
GURPREET
SINGH

They want
wings to fly
because in
their hearts
they have
dreams to
reach the
skies.
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Image taken: Mandavi, Kutch, Gujarat

Tightrope
Photo by
HARDIK
GAURAV

Walking the
tightrope;
symbolic of how
a girl needs to
be cautious in
a patriarchal
society.
Image taken: Jaisalmer, Rajasthan
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Innocence
Photo by
M.
BALAMURUGAN

Children
are children
till they are
made aware
of gender
differences.
Image taken: Varkala Beach, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala
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The Ride
Photo by
MANABIKA
MANDAL

Sitting by the
window, she
knows her
goal and her
destination
but will she be
given a chance
to reach there?
Image taken: Madh Island, Mumbai, Maharashtra
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Work
Photo by
NEIL ENKAY

Proud of
herself and her
work, she can
stand her own
ground.
Image taken: Sari Village, Rudraprayag, Uttarakhand
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Lost in Dreams
Photo by
NISHANT
BHASKAR

A little girl
sleeping on the
sand during a
camel fair where
she was left
alone. Are girls
in our society so
unwanted?
Image taken: Pushkar, Ajmer, Rajasthan
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“Chak de India”
Photo by
PRABHJOT
SINGH LOTEY

Defying
stereotypes,
more and
more girls in
rural India
take up sports
dominated by
males.
Image taken: Garh Himmat Singh Village, Dausa, Rajasthan
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Follow Me
Photo by
PRABHJOT
SINGH LOTEY

Boys watching
a girl take the
lead and show
them how it is
played!
Image taken: Garh Himmat Singh Village, Dausa, Rajasthan
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Winning
Photo by
PRATHYUSHA
NEELAM

A girl on her
‘victory lap’
after defeating
the boys in a
game. Boys
cheering her
as well.
Image taken: Hansuli Gaon, Surguja, Chhattisgarh
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The Prayer
Photo by
SARVESH

The little
girl here had
so much to
accomplish so
wondering if
she is too late.
Image taken: Farrukhabad, Uttar Pradesh
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Walking Up
Photo by
SHERAP PALDEN
SHERPA

They don’t
need anyone
to show them
the way as
long as they
are allowed to
walk the same
path.
Image taken: Pentok Road Mangan, North District, Sikkim
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From the Shadows
Photo by
SHRADDHA
JAISWAL

From the
shadows she can
find her way to
light.
Image taken: Hansraj College, University of Delhi, Delhi
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Looking Up
Photo by
TAHA AHMAD

Confident and
strong-willed she is
not giving up anytime
soon.
Image taken: Okhla Village, Jamia Nagar, New Delhi
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Same but different

Disclaimer: Girls Count does not support or encourage the use of tobacco or tobacco products.

Photo by
TAIBA SIDDIQUI

In some parts
of rural India
women smoke
along with men
but in everything
else they are still
excluded. Some,
however, stand
up for their
rights.
Image taken: Connaught Place, New Delhi
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Colours
Photo by
TANIA
CHATTERJEE

A girl with
cerebral palsy
determined to
fight and win.
She loves all the
colours of her
life.
Image taken: South Twenty Four Parganas, West Bengal
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Join Me
Photo by
TANIA
CHATTERJEE

A differently
abled girl child
in a government
school making
sure she is not
left out.
Image taken: South Twenty Four Parganas, West Bengal
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Taking Charge
Photo by
VISHAL
LANGTHASA

She knows
the ropes to
jump high
and nobody
can take that
away.
Image taken: Konhar Gaon, Jorhat, Assam
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About Girls Count
Girls Count is an independent national-level
coalition of over 400 civil society organisations and
individuals across the country converging efforts
to draw attention to the problem of declining child
sex ratio. The coalition aims to influence policy,
amplify advocacy and establish accountability
through dialogues, capacity development,
supporting community action and evidence
generation to end the decline in CSR and enhance
the value of women and girls.

3/42, 2nd Floor, Jangpura-B, New Delhi-110014
+91-11-24379452
info@girlscount.in
www.girlscount.in
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